
Religions 

Dear Pope, where is been a while you’ve been seated on your throne, 

Dear Rabbis that you helped and supported communities with your words and wisdom, 

Dear Imams that you spread your love and knowledge of  your past path, 

Dear people, that misoriented you’ve been secularly through times, 

That you lashed screams here while looking at the skies for answers. 

An entire and only world we know, is been here and past through millennia or we, the 

humans been past and gone while the earth, infinite in experience, divided by borders within, 

borders and cultures, borders and language, borders and nations, borders and war, borders and 

events and borders and people. 

What divided are we for? 

Hairs? Tongues? Arms? Legs? Wheelchairs? Nipples? Genitals? Hands? 

Do we recognise ourselves? 

Eyes can you see with the mind or with the heart? 

Heart, can you feel your beat? Can you hear it? 

In its form is called liveliness as 

Siblings they were,  

separated they are, 

Brothers hand the pain, 

Sisters transform the grain, 

As this soil, 

As our lives, 

It is what we have, 

Cleverly not destruction or indifference 

will transform what is yours and mine in beauty, 

The mere presence of  our own,  

debunked by crystal vanity, 

The effigy created will fade and fall, 

And what remained is the solemness of  what we have done for ourselves and each other, 

May have a kind gesture been overlooked at, 
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Without worth or inconsideration, 

But leaving a mark in the course of  time; 

It wasn’t doubted that all will perish inevitably; 

By these words sourly poned but swiftly written, 

But it is by the conscience heart, 

That love overrides, overlives and dwells in the space of  lion’s hearts, 

May the mountain have created itself  or nothing will be of  a flat soil, that no name or 

difference would have made it from another. 

Primarily Be open and alive, 

Because lastly it is significative of  our presence.
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